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Ø MoVvaVon:	  	  
Mass:	  	  	  sub-‐GeV	  
InteracVons:	  DM-‐baryon	  interacVons	  with	  a	  light	  mediator	  
	  
	  Concrete	  examples	  :	  photon	  

ü Millicharged	  DM	  (observables:	  galaxies)	  
ü  Dipole	  DM	  (observables:	  ILC	  and	  supernova)	  
	  
Ø  Further	  cosmological	  exploraVon	  of	  DM-‐baryon	  interacVons	  

ü Minimum	  Protohalo	  Mass	  	  
ü  Collider	  and	  DM	  Direct	  Search	  	  
	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	

Outline	  
Exploring	  sub-‐GeV	  Dark	  Ma6er	  



We	  know	  li6le	  about	  DM	  

	  
	  
Today's	  talk:	  interested	  in	  DM-‐baryon	  interacVons	  by	  the	  light	  mediator	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (e.g.	  photon:	  dark	  ma6er	  is	  not	  completely	  "dark")	  
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Ø  ParVcle	  physics	  search	  for	  DM:	  	  
Dominated	  by	  the	  search	  for	  weakly	  interacVng	  massive	  parVcles	  (WIMPs),	  5~	  1000	  GeV	  
	  
Today's	  talk:	  interested	  in	  sub-‐GeV	  
	  
Ø  Cosmological	  search	  (e.g.	  large	  scale	  structure	  of	  the	  Universe)	  :	  	  
Lambda-‐CDM	  model	  :	  GravitaVonal	  interacVons,	  Cold,	  Non-‐baryonic	  	  

Let's	  not	  get	  biased,	  and	  explore	  beyond	  the	  convenVonal	  paradigm	  

Goal	  for	  today'	  talk:	  	  Let	  us	  explore	  beyond	  the	  convenVonal	  paradigm	  	  
ü  Beyond	  the	  weak	  scale	  mass	  
ü  Beyond	  Lambda-‐CDM	  	  
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Direct	  detecVon	  experiments	
4.1 Direct detection of WIMP dark matter 9

Coherent Neutrino Scattering Signal
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Figure 4-3. Spin-independent limits for the major WIMP direct detection experiments (solid) and their
projected sensitivity (open) for spin independent cross sections for a 50 GeV/c2 mass WIMP. The shapes
correspond to technologies: cryogenic solid state (blue circles), crystal detectors (purple squares), liquid
argon (brown diamonds), liquid xenon (green triangles) and threshold detectors (orange inverted triangle).

by sensing the vector direction of nuclear recoils, and they are usually looking for a daily sidereal di↵erence
as the Earth rotates relative to the WIMP wind.

The first two decades of dark matter direct detection experiments have yielded a diverse and successful
program, although not yet definitive evidence for WIMPs. Starting with just a few experiments using
solid-state targets, the technologies used for these experiments have grown considerably. There has been a
remarkable improvement in WIMP sensitivities, especially in the range where the WIMP mass is comparable
to the atomic mass of the target nuclei. A selection of spin-independent results from the first two decades
of these experiments, and projections for the coming decade, is shown in Figure 4-3 for a 50 GeV/c

2 WIMP
mass. A “Moore’s law”-type improvement is particularly evident for such WIMP masses, with a sensitivity
doubling time of roughly 18 months. Note that direct detection experiments have sensitivity to much larger
WIMP masses as well, surpassing what is accessible at the LHC. More recently, there has also been rapid
progress in sensitivity to WIMPs with masses at 10 GeV/c

2 and below.

Sensitivity projections are subject to uncertainties from many factors, including technical issues with the
experiments, the appearance of unexpected backgrounds, and delays in funding. Despite these uncertainties,
the history of the field gives us confidence that progress will continue unabated through the next decade.
There is, however, an irreducible background caused by solar, atmospheric, and supernova neutrinos. The
8B component of the solar neutrinos provides the dominant neutrino coherent scattering rate at low recoil
energies. The 8B spectrum can mimic a WIMP with a mass in the range of 5–10 GeV/c

2 (depending on the
target) and a nucleon cross section of ⇠ 5 ⇥ 10�45 cm2. For experiments targeted at larger WIMP masses,
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THE FUTURE

• Cosmology and dark matter 
searches can’t prove it’s 
SUSY

• Particle colliders can’t prove 
it’s DM

Lifetime > 10 �7 s Æ 1017 s ?

If there is a signal, what do we learn?

Snowmass	  2013	

solar	  neutrino	  

atmospheric	  neutrino	  

MoVvaVon	  for	  sub-‐GeV	  

Moore’s	  law	  	  for	  dark	  ma6er	



Growing	  interests	  in	  the	  light	  dark	  ma6er	  
Ø  TradiVonal/Current:	  Nucleus	  targets	  
Hard	  to	  probe	  the	  dark	  ma6er	  mass	  well	  below	  the	  nuclei	  target	  mass	  scale	  (~GeV)	  	  

Ø  Current/In	  progress:	  	  

electron	  targets	  (ionizing	  the	  atoms):	  
can	  probe	  down	  to	  Mdm~	  O(1)	  MeV	  	  
(binding	  energy	  of	  electrons	  ~	  10eV)	  	  	  
	  Ø  In	  progress/Proposals:	  	  

Semiconductor	  (band	  gap~	  1eV)	  
can	  probe	  down	  to	  Mdm~	  O(1)	  MeV	  	  
e.g.	  Graham	  et	  al	  (2012),	  Essig	  et	  al	  (2015)	  
	  
Superconductor	  (smaller	  gap)	  
can	  probe	  down	  to	  Mdm~	  O(1)	  keV	  	  
e.g.	  Hochberg	  et	  al	  (2015)	  
	  
Graphene	  (small	  ~eV	  electron	  binding	  energy)	  
e.g.	  Kahn	  et	  al	  (2016)	  
	  
DNA	  (aiming	  at	  Mdm~	  O(1)	  keV)	  
e.g.	  Drukier	  et	  al	  (2012)	  
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of outgoing electrons are found by numerically solving
the radial Schrödinger equation with a central potential
Z
e↵

(r)/r. Z
e↵

(r) is determined from the initial electron
wavefunction, assuming it to be a bound state of the same
central potential. We evaluate the form-factors numeri-
cally, cutting o↵ the sum at large l0, L once it converges.
Only the ionization rates of the 3 outermost shells (5p,
5s, and 4d, with binding energies of 12.4, 25.7, and 75.6
eV, respectively) are found to be relevant.

The energy transferred to the primary ionized electron
by the initial scattering process is ultimately distributed
into a number of (observable) electrons, n

e

, (unobserved)
scintillation photons, n

�

, and heat. To calculate n
e

, we
use a probabilistic model based on a combined theoreti-
cal and empirical understanding of the electron yield of
higher-energy electronic recoils. Absorption of the pri-
mary electron energy creates a number of ions, N

i

, and
a number of excited atoms, N

ex

, whose initial ratio is
determined to be N

ex

/N
i

⇡ 0.2 over a wide range of ener-
gies above a keV [18, 19]. Electron–ion recombination ap-
pears well-described by a modified Thomas-Imel recombi-
nation model [20, 21], which suggests that the fraction of
ions that recombine, f

R

, is essentially zero at low energy,
resulting in n

e

= N
i

and n
�

= N
ex

. The fraction, f
e

,
of initial quanta observed as electrons is therefore given
by f

e

= (1 � f
R

)(1 + N
ex

/N
i

)�1 ⇡ 0.83 [21]. The total
number of quanta, n, is observed to behave, at higher
energy, as n = E

er

/W , where E
er

is the outgoing energy
of the initial scattered electron and W = 13.8 eV is the
average energy required to create a single quanta [23].
As with f

R

and N
ex

/N
i

, W is only well measured at en-
ergies higher than those of interest to us, and thus adds
to the theoretical uncertainty in the predicted rates. We
use N

ex

/N
i

= 0.2, f
R

= 0 and W = 13.8 eV to give
central limits, and to illustrate the uncertainty we scan
over the ranges 0 < f

R

< 0.2, 0.1 < N
ex

/N
i

< 0.3,
and 12.4 < W < 16 eV. The chosen ranges for W and
N

ex

/N
i

are reasonable considering the available data
[9, 18, 19, 22]. The chosen range for f

R

is conserva-
tive considering the fit of the Thomas-Imel model to low-
energy electron-recoil data [20].

We extend this model to DM-induced ionization as fol-
lows. We calculate the di↵erential single-electron ion-
ization rate following Eqs. (1–3). We assume the scat-
tering of this primary electron creates a further n(1) =
Floor(E

er

/W ) quanta. In addition, for ionization of the
next-to-outer 5s and 4d shells, we assume that the pho-
ton associated with the de-excitation of the 5p-shell elec-
tron, with energy 13.3 or 63.1 eV, can photoionize, cre-
ating another n(2) = 0 (1) or 4 quanta, respectively, for
W > 13.3 eV (< 13.3 eV). The total number of detected
electrons is thus n

e

= n0

e

+ n00

e

, where n0

e

represents the
primary electron and is thus 0 or 1 with probability f

R

or (1 � f
R

), respectively, and n00

e

follows a binomial dis-
tribution with n(1) + n(2) trials and success probability
f
e

. This procedure is intended to reasonably approxi-
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FIG. 2: Top: Expected signal rates for 1-, 2-, and 3-electron
events for a DM candidate with �e = 10�36 cm2 and FDM = 1.
Widths indicate theoretical uncertainty (see text). Bottom:
90% CL limit on the DM–electron scattering cross section
�e (black line). Here the interaction is assumed to be in-
dependent of momentum transfer (FDM = 1). The dashed
lines show the individual limits set by the number of events
in which 1, 2, or 3 electrons were observed in the XENON10
data set, with gray bands indicating the theoretical uncer-
tainty. The light green region indicates the previously allowed
parameter space for DM coupled through a massive hidden
photon (taken from [2]).

mate the detailed microscopic scattering processes, but
presents another O(1) source of theoretical uncertainty.
The 1-, 2-, and 3-electron rates as a function of DM mass
for a fixed cross section and F

DM

= 1 are shown in Fig. 2
(top). The width of the bands arises from scanning over
f
R

, N
ex

/N
i

and W , as described above, and illustrates
the theoretical uncertainty.

RESULTS. Fig. 2 (bottom) shows the exclusion limit in
the m

DM

-�
e

plane based on the upper limits for 1-, 2-,
and 3-electrons rates in the XENON10 data set (dashed
lines), and the central limit (black line), corresponding
to the best limit at each mass. The gray bands show the
theoretical uncertainty, as described above. This bound
applies to DM candidates whose non-relativistic inter-
action with electrons is momentum-transfer independent
(F

DM

= 1). For DM masses larger than ⇠15MeV, the
bound is dominated by events with 2 or 3 electrons, due
to the small number of such events observed in the data
set. For smaller masses, the energy available is insu�-
cient to ionize multiple electrons, and the bound is set
by the number of single-electron events. The light green
shaded region shows the parameter space spanned by

Essig	  et	  al	  (2012)	  
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Essig	  et	  al	  (2015)	  
SVll	  premature....	  	  How	  about	  cosmology?	  
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MoVvaVon	  for	  DM-‐baryon	  interacVons,	  beyond	  ΛCDM	  	  

(Vogelsberger	  et	  al	  (2016))	

10 M. Vogelsberger et al.

Figure 6. DM density projections of the zoom MW-like halo simulations for four different DM models. The suppression of substructure, relative to the CDM
model, is evident for the ETHOS models ETHOS-1 to ETHOS-3, which have a primordial power spectrum suppressed at small scales. The projection has a
side length and depth of 500 kpc.

subdominant impact compared to the effect of DM collisions. This
was already seen, albeit not as clearly, in Fig. 5.

The apparent reduction of substructure is quantified in more
detail in Fig. 8, where we show the cumulative distribution of sub-
haloes within 300 kpc of the halo centre as a function of their
peak circular velocity Vmax. The left panel shows the cumulative
number on a linear scale, and includes observational data from
Polisensky & Ricotti (2011). The MS problem is apparent since
there are significantly more CDM subhaloes than visible satellites.
This discrepancy can be solved or alleviated through a combination
of photo-evaporation and photo-heating when the Universe was
reionised, and supernova feedback (e.g. Efstathiou 1992; Gnedin
2000; Benson et al. 2002; Koposov et al. 2008), although photo-

evaporation and photo-heating alone may not be enough to bring
the predicted number of massive, luminous satellites into agree-
ment with observations (e.g., Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2012; Brooks
et al. 2013). The plot also demonstrates that the reduction of sub-
structure in ETHOS-1 to ETHOS-3 alleviates the abundance prob-
lem significantly. The strong damping in the power spectrum of
model ETHOS-1 leads to a very significant reduction of satellites
which is quite close to the data, perhaps too close given the ex-
pected impact of reionisation and supernovae feedback. If these
processes were to be included in our simulations with a similar
strength as they are included in hydrodynamical simulations within
CDM, model ETHOS-1 would be ruled out. One must be cautious
however, since the strength of these processes is not known well

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2015)

4 M. Vogelsberger et al.

Figure 1. Properties of the effective DM models relevant for structure formation. Left: Linear initial matter power spectra (�linear(k)2 = k3Plinear(k)/2⇡2)
for the different models (CDM and ETHOS models ETHOS-1 to ETHOS-4) as a function of comoving wavenumber k. The ETHOS models differ in the
strength of the damping and the dark acoustic oscillations at small scales. As a reference, we also include thermal-relic-WDM models, which are close to each
model in ETHOS. Right: Velocity dependence of the transfer cross-section per units mass (�T /m) for the different ETHOS models. Models ETHOS-1 to
ETHOS-3 have �T /m / v�4

rel for large relative velocities. For low velocities the cross sections can be as high as 100 cm2 g�1.

the outstanding small-scale problems of the MW satellites. Finally,
we present our summary and conclusions in Section 5.

2 EFFECTIVE MODELS

The different DM models that we investigate in this paper are sum-
marised in Table 1. For all simulations we use the following cos-
mological parameters: ⌦m = 0.302, ⌦⇤ = 0.698, ⌦b = 0.046,
h = 0.69, �8 = 0.839 and ns = 0.967, which are consistent
with recent Planck data (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014; Spergel
et al. 2015). We study mainly five different DM models, which we
label CDM and ETHOS-1 to ETHOS-4. In the parameter space of
ETHOS, these models are represented by a specific transfer func-
tion (see left panel of Fig. 1 for the resulting linear dimensionless
power spectra), and a specific velocity-dependent transfer cross-
section for DM (see right panel of Fig. 1). Our discussion will
mostly focus on ETHOS-1 to ETHOS-3, which demonstrate the ba-
sic features of our ETHOS models. ETHOS-4 is a tuned model that
was specifically set up to address the small-scale issues of CDM
(the MS problem and the TBTF problem). We discuss this model
towards the end of the paper.

These models arise within the effective framework of ETHOS,
described in detail in ?, which we summarise in the following.
ETHOS provides a mapping between the intrinsic parameters (cou-
plings, masses, etc.) defining a given DM particle physics model,
and (i) the effective parameters controlling the shape of the linear
matter power spectrum, and (ii) the effective DM transfer cross sec-
tion (h�T i/m�); both at the relevant scales for structure formation.

Schematically:
n

m�, {gi}, {hi}, ⇠
o

!
n

{an,↵l}, {bn,�l}, {dn,m�, ⇠}
o

! Pmatter(k)

n

m�, {mi}, {gi}
o

!
(

h�T i30
m�

,
h�T i220
m�

,
h�T i1000

m�

)

,(1)

where the parameters on the left are the intrinsic parameters of the
dark matter model: m� is the mass of the dark matter particle, {gi}
represents the set of coupling constants, {hi} is a set of other inter-
nal parameters such as mediator mass {mi} and number of degrees
of freedom, and ⇠ = (TDR/TCMB)|z=0 is the present day DR to
CMB temperature ratio.

The effective parameters of the framework are on the right of
Eq. 1, which in all generality include the doublet {bn,�l} char-
acterising the evolution of dark radiation perturbations, while the
triplet {dn,m�, ⇠} determines the adiabatic sound speed of dark
matter. The latter is very small for non-relativistic dark matter,
thus, it has no impact on the evolution of dark matter perturba-
tions (except on very small scales, irrelevant for galaxy forma-
tion/evolution). On the other hand, since in this work we are only
interested on the evolution of dark matter perturbations, the param-
eters {bn,�l} can be neglected since they have very little impact
on the actual structure of the linear matter power spectrum. More
precisely, when the DR-DR interactions decouple later than the
DR-DM interactions, these terms should be taken into account but
they only affect scales at and smaller than that of the second DAO
peak in the linear power spectrum. This would introduce only mi-
nor corrections that can be neglected for the purpose of following
the non-linear evolution of structures. We are therefore left only
with the doublet {an,↵l}, which fully characterises the evolution
of the dark matter perturbations, with the set of l�dependent coeffi-
cients ↵l encompassing information about the angular dependence

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2015)
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Millicharged	  DM:	  DM	  charge	  	  	  
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(	  KK,	  Sekiguchi	  &	  Tashiro	  (2016)	  )	  

	  
"	  The	  SU(2)	  x	  U(1)	  unificaVon	  theory	  
is	  not	  parVcularly	  beauVful.	  ...	  
The	  problem	  is	  the	  U(1)	  charge..."	  
-‐	  Howard	  Georgi	  

	  
"	  One	  would	  be	  surprised	  if	  nature	  had	  	  
made	  no	  use	  of	  it	  (magneVc	  monopole)"	  
-‐	  Paul	  Dirac	  

εe
Davidson	  et	  al	  (2000),	  Dubovsky	  et	  al	  (2004),	  Chuzhoy	  et	  al	  (2008),	  McDermo6	  et	  ak(2011),	  Izaguirre	  et	  al	  (2015),	  ...	  	  	  	  	  
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•  DM	  with	  a	  dipole	  moment:	  	  
The	  lowest	  dimensional	  coupling	  between	  DM	  fermions	  and	  the	  SM	  gauge	  bosons	  

µ ≡ 1
Λ

LMDM = −
i
2
µχσ µν χFµν
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Figure 1: The bounds on the DM magnetic dipole moment from the ILC and the SN. The regions
above the ILC solid lines can be excluded from the mono-photon signal search. The SN energy loss
due to the freely streaming DM excludes the region above the SN solid line due to the excessive
cooling and below the dotted line representing the DM trapping in the core.

The sensitivity of the collider constraints on the DM mass is small because
√
s ≫ mχ, and indeed

increasing the beam energy does not improve the constraints so much and the improvement mainly
comes from the increase in the integrated luminosity. The energy loss per time per mass of the SN
is Ė/ρ with ρ being the mass density and the SN cooling constraints on the dipole moment from
the Raffelt criterion Ė/ρ < 1019 erg/g/s is shown in Fig. 1. In our estimation, for concreteness,
we use the constant density of ρ ∼ 3 × 1014g/cm3, the core temperature Tc = 30 MeV and the
electron chemical potential µe = 200 MeV 3. The SN emission rate is not so sensitive to the DM
mass when m ≪ Tc, but its sensitively rapidly decreases once the DM mass exceeds O(102) MeV
for a typical core temperature of Tc ∼ 30 MeV for the kinematic reason. The SN bounds on the
magnetic dipole moment turn out to be much tighter than those from the ILC for the lower mass
range of mχ ! 102 MeV by about a factor 105. Because of the available energy range characterized
by the core temperature Tc ∼ O(10) MeV in the SN, however, the SN loses its sensitivity to a
heavier dark matter mass exceeding a few hundred MeV where the ILC bounds can complement
the SN bounds.

Before concluding our discussion, let us point out that the dipole constraints from the SN
cooling in this paper are based on the energy emission rate due to freely streaming DM. For a
sufficiently large dipole moment, however, the DM diffuses instead of free streaming and, to con-

3There is O(1) factor uncertainty in the SN parameters which should be clarified from the detailed numerical
simulations [48, 51]. We checked using µe = 300 MeV instead of 200 MeV for instance increases the upper bound of
the dipole moment by about a factor 2 for mχ < 100 MeV, but our qualitative conclusion does not change due to
those order unity uncertainties.
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Figure 1. Feynman diagrams for radiative WIMP pair-production in e+e� collisions, in the

operator formalism.

2 Setup

While the operator formalism can be used for WIMPs of any spin, we will assume,

for concreteness, that the WIMP is a spin-1/2, Dirac fermion �. The coupling of the

WIMPs to electrons and positrons has the form

L
int

=
1

⇤2

Oi , (2.1)

where ⇤ roughly corresponds to the energy scale of new physics that provides the

coupling, and Oi is one of the following four-fermion operators [6]:

OV = (�̄�µ�)(¯̀�
µ`) , (vector)

OS = (�̄�)(¯̀̀ ) , (scalar, s� channel)

OA = (�̄�µ�5�)(¯̀�
µ�5`) , (axial� vector)

Ot = (�̄`)(¯̀�) , (scalar, t�channel). (2.2)

The notation in parenthesis describes the simplest kind of a mediator particle that

would induce each operator. We will always consider the case when the mediator mass

is well above the collision energy
p
s, and our results will not depend on how the opera-

tors (2.2) are induced; the names are only used as a convenient way to label operators.

Since the WIMPs do not interact in the detector, the 2 ! 2 process e+e� ! �̄� is

invisible; an extra “tag” particle needs to be added to the final state to make it observ-

able. A photon can always be emitted from the initial state independently of the nature

of the WIMPs and their couplings, making it a robust choice for the tag particle [1].

We will thus consider the process e+e� ! �̄��, mediated by Feynman diagrams in

Fig. 1, and leading to the observable � +E/ final state. We have computed the double-

di↵erential cross sections, d2�
dE�d cos ✓

, analytically for each of the four interactions listed

– 4 –

KK	  and	  J.	  Silk	  (2014)	
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FIG. 2. Transfer function of the CDM density pertur-
bation amplitude (normalized by the primordial amplitude
from inflation). We show two cases: (i) Td/M = 10−4 and
Td/Teq = 107; (ii) Td/M = 10−5 and Td/Teq = 107. In each
case the oscillatory curve is our result and the other curve is
the free-streaming only result that was derived previously in
the literature [4,7,8].

kpeak = (8, 15.7, 24.7, ..)η−1
d ∝

Mpl

T0Td
. (22)

This same scale determines the “oscillation” damping.
The free streaming damping scale is,

ηdcd(ηd) ln(ηeq/ηd) ∝
MplM1/2

T0T
3/2
d

ln(Td/Teq), (23)

where Teq is the temperature at matter radiation equal-
ity, Teq ≈ 1 eV. The free streaming scale is parametri-
cally different from the “oscillation” damping scale. How-
ever for our fiducial choice of parameters for the CDM
particle they roughly coincide.

The vanishing of the sound speed during the QCD
phase transition amplifies perturbations which have
ω∆ηQCD > 1, where ∆ηQCD is the duration of the tran-
sition. In Figure 2 the affected modes are those with
xd = kηd >

√
3 (ηQCD/∆ηQCD) (ηd/ηQCD). Typical

values of ηd/ηQCD ∼ 10−15 and ηQCD/∆ηQCD ∼ 3−10
relate this condition to modes with xd > 50− 260. Thus
the affected scales are severely damped by the effects con-
sidered in this paper.

Finally we want to stress the fact that the damping
scale is significantly smaller than the scales observed di-
rectly in the Cosmic Microwave Background or through
large scale structure surveys. For example, the ratio of
the damping scale to the scale that entered the horizon
at equality is ηd/ηeq ∼ Teq/Td ∼ 10−7 and to our present
horizon ηd/η0 ∼ (TeqT0)1/2/Td ∼ 10−9. In the context
of inflation, these scales were created 16 and 20 e–folds
apart. Given the large extrapolation, one could certainly
imagine that a change in the spectrum could alter the
shape of the power spectrum around the damping scale.

However, for smooth inflaton potentials with small de-
partures from scale invariance this is not likely to be the
case. On scales much smaller than the horizon at matter
radiation equality, the spectrum of perturbations density
before the effects of the damping are included is approx-
imately,

∆2(k) ∝ exp

!

(n − 1) ln(kηeq) +
1

2
α2 ln(kηeq)

2 + · · ·
"

× ln2(kηeq/8) (24)

where the first term encodes the shape of the primordial
spectrum and the second the transfer function. Primor-
dial departures from scale invariance are encoded in the
slope n and its running α. The effective slope at scale k
is then,

∂ ln ∆2

∂ ln k
= (n − 1) + α ln(kηeq) +

2

ln(kηeq/8)
. (25)

For typical values of (n − 1) ∼ 1/60 and α ∼ 1/602

the slope is still positive at k ∼ η−1
d , so the cut-off in the

power will come from the effects we calculate rather than
from the shape of the primordial spectrum. However
given the large extrapolation in scale, one should keep in
mind the possibility of significant effects resulting from
the mechanisms that generates the density perturbations.

Implications We have found that acoustic oscilla-
tions, a relic from the epoch when the dark matter cou-
pled to the cosmic radiation fluid, truncate the CDM
power spectrum on a comoving scale larger than effects
considered before, such as free-streaming and viscosity
[4,7,8]. For SUSY dark matter, the minimum mass of
dark matter clumps that form in the universe is there-
fore increased by more than an order of magnitude to a
value of ∗

Mcut =
4π

3

#

π

kcut

$3

ΩMρcrit

≃ 10−4

#

Td

10 MeV

$−3

M⊙, (26)

where ρcrit = (H2
0/8πG) = 9 × 10−30 g cm−3 is the crit-

ical density today, and ΩM is the matter density for the
concordance cosmological model [2]. We define the cut-
off wavenumber kcut as the point where the transfer func-
tion first drops to a fraction 1/e of its value at k → 0.
This corresponds to kcut ≈ 3.3 η−1

d .
Recent numerical simulations [15,16] of the earliest and

smallest objects to have formed in the universe [17], need

∗Our definition of the cut-off mass follows the convention of
the Jeans mass, which is defined as the mass enclosed within
a sphere of radius λJ/2 where λJ ≡ 2π/kJ is the Jeans wave-
length [14].
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polating the subhalo mass function to the smallest scales gives us a

total number of substructure haloes NðM . 1026M
( Þ< 5£ 10 15

and the expected number density of subhaloes at the solar radius is

nðR
( Þ< 500pc23; assuming that they trace the mass. Although this

extrapolation is made to much smaller masses than simulated

previously, the substructure within haloes collapsing at z < 15

with masses , 10 7M
( fits the extrapolation from larger mass

scales 23, even though they form from regions of the CDM power

spectra with effective index n <
2 2.95.

Can these structures survive the strong disruptive gravitational

forces from theGalaxy? The tidal radius is simply the inner Lagrange

point of the rotation of the two-body system. For haloes with power-

law density profiles r(r) / r 22
we find rt ¼ ðRvsat Þ=ð ffiffiffi

2
p
V
parent Þ

where v
sat and V

parent are the effective circular velocities ðV ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiGM=r

p

Þ of the satellite and main halo, R is the pericentric distance

of the satellite and G is the gravitational constant. For the smallest

mini-haloes v
sat < 1m s21

and r200 ¼ 0.01 pc. Therefore, within

the Galactic potential these haloes could survive completely intact

to about 3 kpc from the centre, well within the galacto-centric

position of the Sun. Encounters between haloes and with stars and

molecular clouds may disrupt a small fraction of these structures,

but using the impulsive heating approximation, we estimate that

most will survive with little mass loss.

A significant fraction of the mass may lie within bound structures

at our location within the Galaxy, lowering the available smoothly

distributed matter necessary for direct detection experiments. The

Earth passes through a dark-matter mini-halo every 10,000 years, an

encounter which lasts for about 50 years, so thatmost of the time the

Earth is within an underdense region of dark matter. Integrating the

mass function from 1026M
( to 10 10M

( ; normalized such that 10%

of the mass is within the substructure above a mass scale of 10 7M
(

(as given by simulations of Galactic haloes), we find that about 50%

of the mass is bound to dark-matter substructures. The velocity

perturbation to a planetary orbit or satellite is very small

(,1026
m s21

), well below the observational constraints. However,

resonant encounters and the cumulative effects of about 10 6

impulsive encounters may cause significant perturbations to some

of the bodies orbiting in the Oort cloud surrounding the Solar

System.Compact objects in the mass range considered here could

produce a microlensing signal in a multiply lensed quasar image,

such as time-varying flux differences 24. The lensing object needs to

be smaller than the Einstein radius (in centimetres):

rE ¼ 3:7£ 10 16
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiM

hM
(

r

ð1Þ

Figure 1 A zoom into one of the first objects to form in the Universe. The colours show the

density of dark matter at redshift z ¼ 26. Brighter colours correspond to regions of higher

concentrations of matter. The blue background image shows the small-scale structure in

the top cube (cube size ¼ [3 co-moving kpc] 3) which has a filamentary topology similar to

the large-scale structure in the CDM Universe. The first red image zooms by a factor of

one hundred into the average-density high-resolution region. This region was initially a

cube of 60 co-moving pc 3resolved with 64 million particles with a gravitational softening

of 1022
co-moving parsecs and masses 1.2 £ 10210

M
( ; M

moon/300. The final

image shows a close-up of one of the individual dark-matter haloes in this region, again

zooming in by a factor of one hundred so that the box has a physical length of 0.024 pc.

This tiny triaxial Earth-mass halo has a central cusp-like density profile and is smooth,

devoid of the substructure that is found within galactic and cluster-mass dark-matter

haloes. Even though the index of the power spectrum is very steep on these scales

(n <
2 3), we find that haloes can collapse before merging into a larger system, rather

than the naive expectation that all scales are collapsing simultaneously and thus erasing

such structures.
Figure 2 Radial density profiles of three typical minihaloes at redshift z ¼ 26. The radial

distance is plotted in physical units and we show low-concentration abg-profiles for

comparison. We use the mean dark-matter profile inferred from the highest-resolution

galaxy-cluster simulations 30, that is, (abg) ¼ (1, 3, 1.2). The vertical dotted line indicates

our force resolution and the arrows indicate the radii where the halo density is of 200

times the background density. Across the entire range of halo masses from 1026
M

( to

10 1
M

(, we find small concentration parameters c , 3. We do not observe a trend of

concentration with mass, possibly because the haloes all form at a similar epoch, as

expected when the power spectrum is so steep.
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The Universe was nearly smooth and homogeneous before a
redshift of z 5 100, about 20 million years after the Big Bang1.
After this epoch, the tiny fluctuations imprinted upon the matter
distribution during the initial expansion began to collapse
because of gravity. The properties of these fluctuations depend
on the unknown nature of dark matter2–4, the determination of
which is one of the biggest challenges in present-day science5–7.
Here we report supercomputer simulations of the concordance
cosmological model, which assumes neutralino dark matter (at
present the preferred candidate), and find that the first objects to
form are numerous Earth-mass dark-matter haloes about as large
as the Solar System. They are stable against gravitational disrup-
tion, even within the central regions of the Milky Way. We expect
over 1015 to survive within the Galactic halo, with one passing
through the Solar System every few thousand years. The nearest
structures should be among the brightest sources of g-rays (from
particle–particle annihilation).

The cosmological parameters of our Universe and initial con-
ditions for structure formation have recently been measured via a
combination of observations, including the cosmic microwave
background (CMB)8, distant supernovae9,10 and the large-scale
distribution of galaxies11. Cosmologists now face the outstanding
problem of understanding the origin of structure in the Universe
from its strange mix of particles and vacuum energy12,13.

Most of the mass of the Universe must be made up of a kind of
non-baryonic particle1,14 that remains undetected in laboratory
experiments. The leading candidate for this ‘dark matter’ is the
neutralino, the lightest supersymmetric particle, which is predicted
to solve several key problems in the standard model for particle
physics5. This cold dark matter (CDM) candidate is not completely
collisionless. It can collide with baryons, thus revealing its presence
in laboratory detectors, although the cross-section for this inter-
action is extremely small. In a cubic-metre detector containing
,1030 baryon particles, only a few collisions per day are expected
from the,1013 dark-matter particles that flow through the experi-
ment as the Earth moves through the Galaxy. The neutralino is its
own anti-particle, and can self-annihilate, creating a shower of new
particles including g-rays5. The annihilation rate increases as the
density squared; the central regions of the Galaxy and its satellites
will therefore give the strongest signal15–18. However, the expected
rate is very low—the flux of photons on Earth is the same as we
would receive from a single candle placed on Pluto. Numerous
experiments using these effects are under way that may detect the
neutralino within the next decade7. Furthermore, in the next few
years the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN will confirm or
rule out the concepts of supersymmetry (SUSY)6.

We followed the growth and subsequent gravitational collapse
and virialization of the first structures in the CDM Universe with
supercomputer calculations. The challenge is accurately to follow
the evolution of the Universe on scales that are many orders of
magnitude smaller than previously studied, while also capturing
the gravitational dynamics from large scales. We use a multiscale
technique19 to achieve the desired resolution within a small average-

density patch of the Universe that is nested within a hierarchy of
larger and lower resolution grids of particles.
The fluctuations are imposed on the particles using accurate

calculations of the linear theory power spectrum for a SUSY model
with a particle massmn ¼ 100GeV. This includes collisional damp-
ing, free streaming and the transfer of fluctuations through the
matter-radiation era of the Universe2–4. The resulting power spec-
trum is close to a power law of P(k) / kn with n ¼ 23, with an
exponential cut-off at 0.6 co-moving parsecs, which corresponds to
a mass scale of 1026M(; whereM( is the mass of the Sun. The cut-
off scale depends on the neutralino mass and decoupling energy.
From accelerator searches we know that mn . 37GeV and that the
cosmic matter density sets an upper limit at 500GeV. The damping
scale for the allowed neutralino models differ from the model we
used by less than a factor of three in mass2–4 and structure formation
is therefore very similar in all SUSY-CDM scenarios. A less popular
CDM candidate is the axion, which has a much smaller damping
scale of 10213M(: For comparison we simulated the high-
resolution region with an axion CDM fluctuation spectrum on
the resolved scales. Both models produce equal halo abundances
above 5£ 1026M(; but the axion model also forms bound struc-
tures down to the smallest resolved scales; see Fig. 3. Here we
concentrate on the properties of the first structures to form in the
SUSY-CDM model.
We evolve the initial particle distribution using a parallel multi-

stepping tree code, starting at a redshift of z ¼ 350 when the
fluctuations are still linear. The high-resolution region forms the
first nonlinear structures at z ¼ 60 and the entire region quickly
becomes distorted by the complex tidal field from the surrounding
overdensities. By a redshift of z ¼ 26, the high-resolution region
begins to merge into the lower-resolution surroundings and we do
not analyse the region further—however, this is sufficiently late that
about 5% of the mass in the region has collapsed into bound dense
structures (haloes); see Fig. 1.
The first dark-matter haloes to collapse and virialize are smooth

triaxial objects of mass 1026M( and half-mass radii of 1022 pc.
Figure 2 shows the density profiles of three representative haloes at
z ¼ 26 that are well fitted by single power-law density profiles
r(r) / r2g with slopes g in the range from 1.5 to 2, similar to
galactic haloes shortly after their formation20. We note that the
densities at the virial radius are about an order of magnitude higher
than the density at 0.01r virial in a galactic halo today, which makes
the survival ofmany of these haloes as galactic substructure possible.
The central resolved densities reach 109 times the mean background
density at 1% of their virial radii. Unlike galactic and cluster-mass
CDM haloes, they do not contain substructure because no smaller-
mass haloes have collapsed in the hierarchy.
Figure 3 shows the mass function of haloes. We use a ‘friends of

friends’ algorithm with a linking length set to identify the dense
central regions of collapsed haloes, then for each halo centre we
recursively search for the radius r200 that is at an overdensity of 200
times the cosmic mean density. The resulting halo mass function is
steep: dn(M)/d logM / M21. For comparison we plot an extra-
polation of the halo mass function found on much larger scales
. 107M( (ref. 21), which fits surprisingly well up to the cut-off
scale of 1026M(; below which we find no more structures.
At these epochs the baryons are kept sufficiently warm by the

CMB that they are unable to cool and form visible objects such as
stars or planets within such tiny systems13. The dark haloes may be
detected via gravitational effects such as lensing or dynamical
perturbations. Although we cannot simulate the entire galactic
halo at the resolution required to determine the survival statistics
of these objects, we canmake some simple estimates of their survival
and abundances. As the Galactic halo is assembled, these first objects
merge successively into more massive systems. From scales of
107M( to 1015M( the mass function of substructure is a self-
similar power law of slope dn(m)/dm / m21.9 (ref. 22). Extra-
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FIG. 2: Feynman diagrams contributing to the scattering of
ν

(1) (a) and B
(1) (b.1 and b.2) off leptons.

ments [11], the LKP relic abundance [12], and direct-
detection experiments [13] strongly constrain the viable
ranges of masses for LKPs. However, the allowed range
of masses for the LKP sensitively depends upon the de-
tails of the spectrum of the first and second KK ex-
citations, which can include significant coannihilation
and resonant-annihilation effects. We compute here the
scattering cross section of ν(1) and of B(1) off leptons,
for which the relevant Feynman diagrams are shown in
Fig. 2. In the case of the B(1), we expect large scatter-
ing cross sections, since the intrinsically degenerate na-
ture of the KK spectrum, where mB(1) ≃ mL(1) , clearly
enforces a resonant enhancement. We find, to leading
order in El/mX , and in the relativistic limit for l and
non-relativistic limit for the LKP particle, that

σν(1)l ≃
|g

ν(1)ν(1)Z
|2

4πm4
Z

!
g2

L + g2
R

"
E2

l , (3)

σB(1)l ≃
E2

l

2π

#

R,L

(g1YR,L)4
$

m2
B(1) − m2

l
(1)
R,L

%2 , (4)

where gR,L stand for the L and R couplings of the lepton
l to the Z0 gauge boson, YR,L for the hypercharge quan-
tum number, and g

ν(1)ν(1)Z
= e/(sin 2θW ). The σXl ∝ E2

l
scaling found in the case of neutralino dark matter is
valid for this alternative class of WIMPs as well. In
the case of the KK neutrino, further, σν(1)l does not
depend on the LKP mass. We stress that consistency
with direct-detection experiments requires mν(1) ! 50
TeV [13]. While this latter range is in conflict with es-
timates of the thermal relic abundance of ν(1) [12], the
particle properties of the latter, assuming the coupling
gν(1)ν(1)Z with the Z0, to be a free parameter instead of
being fixed by the standard gauge interactions, apply to
other dark-matter candidates including the Dirac right-
handed neutrino of 5D warped grand unification [14].

Different WIMP models give rise to different Tkd,
and therefore to different Mc. We apply our elastic-
scattering cross section for WIMPs from light leptons
to the MSSM parameter space, following the scan pro-
cedure of Ref. [15], requiring that the neutralino density
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FIG. 3: The kinetic-decoupling temperature Tkd as a function
of the WIMP mass for supersymmetric models (red empty
dots are for the general MSSM while light-blue filled dots are
for mSUGRA) giving a neutralino thermal relic abundance
consistent with cosmology, and for UED models featuring a
B

(1) and a ν
(1) LKP. The four benchmark models A-D dis-

cussed in the text are also shown.
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FIG. 4: The WIMP protohalo characteristic comoving
wavenumber kc (left axis) and mass Mc (right axis) as a func-
tion of the WIMP mass, for the same models as in Fig. 3.

Mhalo :10
−6Msun ~100Msun

What	  is	  the	  possible	  range	  of	  minihalos?	  
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Any	  experimental	  constraints?	  

Let	  us	  not	  get	  biased	  and	  explore	  beyond	  convenVonal	  WIMP	  models!	  	  
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Ø MoVvaVon:	  	  
Mass:	  	  	  sub-‐GeV	  
InteracVons:	  beyond	  LambdaCDM	  
	  
	  Concrete	  examples	  :	  photon	  

ü Millicharged	  DM	  (observables:	  galaxies)	  
ü  Dipole	  DM	  (observables:	  ILC	  and	  supernova)	  
	  
Ø  Further	  cosmological	  exploraVon	  of	  DM-‐baryon	  interacVons	  

ü Minimum	  Protohalo	  Mass	  	  
ü  Collider	  and	  DM	  Direct	  Search	  	  
	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	

Outline	  
Exploring	  sub-‐GeV	  Dark	  Ma6er	  



Mono-jet and mono-photon signatures of dark matter

Idea: Pair production of DM + some visible particles

Tevatron, LHC: Mono-jets
�–q coupling probed in jet(s) + /

E

T

q

q̄

�

�̄

CDF (1.1 fb�1): 0807.3132,
ATLAS (1 fb�1): ATLAS-CONF-2011-096,
CMS (1.1 fb�1) : CMS-PAS-EXO-11-059
Goodman Ibe Rajaraman Shepherd Tait Yu

1005.1286, 1008.1783
Rajaram Shepherd Tait Wijangco 1108.1196
Bai Fox Harnik, 1005.3797
Fox Harnik JK Tsai 1109.4398

LEP, Tevatron, LHC: Mono-�
�–f coupling probed in photon + /

E

f

f̄

�

�̄

DELPHI (650 pb�1): hep-ex/0406019, 0901.4486
CDF (2 fb�1): 0807.3132
DØ(1 fb�1): 0803.2137
CMS (1.14 fb�1): CMS-PAS-EXO-11-058
Fox Harnik JK Tsai 1103.0240, 1109.4398
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e�

e+

�

�̄

� e�

e+

�

�̄�

Figure 1. Feynman diagrams for radiative WIMP pair-production in e+e� collisions, in the

operator formalism.

2 Setup

While the operator formalism can be used for WIMPs of any spin, we will assume,

for concreteness, that the WIMP is a spin-1/2, Dirac fermion �. The coupling of the

WIMPs to electrons and positrons has the form

L
int

=
1

⇤2

Oi , (2.1)

where ⇤ roughly corresponds to the energy scale of new physics that provides the

coupling, and Oi is one of the following four-fermion operators [6]:

OV = (�̄�µ�)(¯̀�
µ`) , (vector)

OS = (�̄�)(¯̀̀ ) , (scalar, s� channel)

OA = (�̄�µ�5�)(¯̀�
µ�5`) , (axial� vector)

Ot = (�̄`)(¯̀�) , (scalar, t�channel). (2.2)

The notation in parenthesis describes the simplest kind of a mediator particle that

would induce each operator. We will always consider the case when the mediator mass

is well above the collision energy
p
s, and our results will not depend on how the opera-

tors (2.2) are induced; the names are only used as a convenient way to label operators.

Since the WIMPs do not interact in the detector, the 2 ! 2 process e+e� ! �̄� is

invisible; an extra “tag” particle needs to be added to the final state to make it observ-

able. A photon can always be emitted from the initial state independently of the nature

of the WIMPs and their couplings, making it a robust choice for the tag particle [1].

We will thus consider the process e+e� ! �̄��, mediated by Feynman diagrams in

Fig. 1, and leading to the observable � +E/ final state. We have computed the double-

di↵erential cross sections, d2�
dE�d cos ✓

, analytically for each of the four interactions listed

– 4 –

Collider:	  

The	  constraints	  from	  collider	  and	  direct	  search	  experiments:	  	  
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Mono-‐jet	  events	  	  
(e.g.	  |η|<2.4,Pt>110GeV,	  
Missing	  transverse	  energy	  >350GeV)	  
(Madgraph/Madevent,	  pythia)	  

Hadron	  collider	  	  

	  
Mono-‐photon	  events	  
Bgd:	  Z	  -‐>nu	  nu,	  W-‐>nu	  missed	  lepton	  
PolarizaVon	  helps	  
(Madgraph/Madevent)	  	  

Lepton	  collider	  



WIMP direct 
detection

The nuclear recoiling energy is measured

• Ionization on solids

• Ionization in scintillators (measured by the emmited photons)

• Temperature increase (measured by the released phonons) 

• The direct detection of WIMPS can take place through their elastic scattering with nuclei 
inside a detector

Modern and projected detectors use a combination 
of these techniques

Ionization + phonons: CDMS, EDELWEISS

Ionization + scintillation: ZEPLIN II, III, XENON

Scintilation + phonons: CRESST II, ROSEBUD

21-01-08 IAP, Paris

Direct	  detecVon:	  

5 RESULT OF A DIRECT DETECTION EXPERIMENT

signal (two sided confidence interval) can be computed based on a likelihood ratio of

Poisson distributions developed by Feldman and Cousins [196]. This method gives the

Figure 5. The left figure is an illustration of the statistical analysis method where
the result is reduced to a simple counting experiment in the Poisson regime in the
presence of background (e.g. Feldman and Cousins). Yellin’s method improved towards
the simple box-based analysis by further considering the signal shape to derive limits
(middle figure). If the probability density functions for the background and signal
distribution are known, limits as well as a discovery can be calculated with a maximum
likelihood analysis (right). For more information see text.

correct coverage, i.e. a quantification of how often the interval contains the true value of

interest, and is able to decide between one and two sided confidence intervals. However,

neither the knowledge of the background and signal probability density functions can

be exploited, nor an uncertainty in the background prediction can be addressed. It is

worth mentioning that other methods exist which include systematic uncertainties in

the confidence interval construction [197][198]. The Feldman and Cousins method is

used, for example, for the derivation of results of the PandaX (2014) [199], ZEPLIN-III

(2012) [200] and SIMPLE (2012) [201] experiments.

If no background prediction is available, possible or its uncertainty is too large,

Yellin’s method [202] can be used. In this method, the absence or low density of events

in certain energy intervals (maximum gap or optimal interval, respectively) is used to

calculate the probability of not measuring dark matter events in that interval. The

middle panel of figure 5 shows how the maximum gap (red area) is defined given the

measured data (black points) and the knowledge on the signal shape (black curve). By

not assuming a specific background model, the method is robust against unexpected

background events. A one sided interval (upper limit) in the presence of unknown

background can be calculated leading always to conservative results which take into

account the signal shape. By construction this method leads to one sided confidence

intervals and, therefore, no signal discovery is possible. Current published upper limits

derived by this method are e.g. SuperCDMS (2014) [203], CRESST-II (2014) [204] and

PICO (2015) [205].

Exploiting the full knowledge of the signal as well as the background distributions,

25

Maximum	  gap	  method	  
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0.177657	  
0.178894	  
0.184276	  
0.193168	  
0.193982	  
0.20807	  
0.219393	  
0.251616	  
0.261796	  
0.296133	  
0.310088	  
0.347286	  
0.400594	  
0.415393	  
0.42779	  
0.430538	  
0.466551	  
0.480889	  
0.496545	  
0.514331	  
0.553465	  
0.563367	  
0.640721	  
0.706258	  
0.749647	  
0.782214	  
0.819073	  
0.842414	  

e.g.	  CDMSlite	  publically	  available	  data	  
(electron	  recoil	  energy	  (keVee))	  

Measures	  nuclear	  recoil	  energy	  via	  
	  
1)  IonizaVon	  on	  solids	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  (local	  release	  of	  charge)	  
2)	  	  	  ScinVllators	  (emi6ed	  photons)	  
3)	  	  	  Temperature	  increase	  (released	  phonons)	
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Ø  MoVvaVon:	  	  
Mass:	  	  	  sub-‐GeV	  
InteracVons:	  DM-‐baryon	  interacVons	  with	  a	  light	  mediator	  
	  
	  Concrete	  examples	  :	  photon	  

ü  Millicharged	  DM	  (observables:	  galaxies)	  
ü  Dipole	  DM	  (observables:	  ILC	  and	  supernova)	  

Ø  Further	  cosmological	  exploraVon	  of	  DM-‐baryon	  interacVons	  

ü  Minimum	  Protohalo	  Mass	  	  
ü  Collider	  and	  DM	  Direct	  Search	  	  
	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	

Outline	  
Exploring	  sub-‐GeV	  Dark	  Ma6er	  

Conclusions:	  	  	  Let's	  not	  get	  biased,	  and	  explore	  beyond	  the	  convenVonal	  paradigm	  
ü  Beyond	  the	  weak	  scale	  dark	  ma6er	  
ü  Beyond	  Lambda-‐CDM	  	  


